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Figure 1: Interface of 'Untangler' (under development). 

Background 
Interactive data exploration builds on the idea that data exploration and learning from data as 
humans is best supported by methods and systems that (1) enable fluid interaction with data 
and (2) that offer flexible guidance, i.e., computational and visual feedback to help identify 
patterns from data and to help interpret these patterns.  

Research contributions 
1. We developed the SIDE [1] and sideR [2] tools that run in the browser (using javascript) and 

R respectively, which allow for iterative exploration of data. The tools automatically find 
‘interesting’ projections of the data. The user can then analyse any apparent structure in the 
visualization by defining clusters. These clusters can be inserted into the background model, 
after which a new visualization is obtained that shows complementary structure of the data. 
We explored two techniques to implement the background model: SIDE uses constrained 
data randomization, while sideR is based on maximum entropy modelling. 

2. Another project that we aimed to solve is that structure in visualizations may be present on 
different granularities and by default tools choose the axes limits such that all data is on the 
screen. CLIPPR integrates dimensionality reduction with zooming, such that data may be 
clipped from the visualization. Less information is then shown about the clipped data, but 
more about the data that is within the axes limits, giving rise to a previously unconsidered 
trade-off. 

3. Ongoing work includes the development of systems such as Untangler (Figure 1), which 
facilitate interactive analysis of embeddings, for example to identify (bi-)clusters from data. 
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